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Calling Meeting Sharing Chatting

Phone | Desktop | Mobile | Web | Rooms

Modern communication and collaboration 
designed to empower people to do their best work
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Researching the Future of Work …
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All are available at fuze.com



Brian Kardon

@bkardon
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The largest and most comprehensive study of its kind

5 million workers

20 million calls

33 million messages

1 million video meetings

50+ countries
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The Future of Work… is here already

• Technology: bots, AI, digital assistants, digital collaboration …

• Open-talent economy – the “gig” economy

• Work from anywhere: Work is “what we do”, not ”where we go”
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The World Is Your Office
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The appeal of working from anywhere (under age 24)

would move to

another company

would give up

company benefits

would take on a

greater workload

would pay for their

own technology

would take a pay

cut or demotion
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Communications and collaboration preferences

are often as diverse as these communities 

5 generations in the 

workplace today

60,000+ multinational 

companies around the 

world

4-6 communications 

tools used on average
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Telepresence

Too many communications tools available
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Voice

Messaging & Collaboration

Contact Center

Audio | Web | Video Conferencing



Trusted Operator Game Changer
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What affects how we communicate?

Technology

• Devices

• Internet speed

• Infrastructure

Demographics

Culture

• Company

• Geographic

By better understanding the needs of 

the workforce, we can drive higher 

levels of productivity and engagement
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Are meetings an engine of productivity, or a drain?
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Leaders find 67% of 

meetings ineffective

15% of collective company 

time is spent in meetings

$37B
Annual cost of meetings 

CNBC

CNBC Bain & Company

67% 15%



Which country has the longest meetings?
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Average Meeting Length by Country
Led by Sweden and France

Across all countries, the average meeting time is 39.8 minutes.

Australia Canada Germany Denmark Spain France

United Kingdom India Italy Norway Sweden United States

Stop cluttering your calendar with 60 minute meetings

Best practice: schedule 25 min and 50 min meetings
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Video and Screen Share Percentage by Country
Denmark and Italy lead; lowest in India
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Video

Screen Share

Video and screen sharing create an opportunity for teams to stay 

connected.  

As you meet with your teams, keep in mind regional differences.  

Don’t force colleagues to use video sharing.  Be sensitive.



Impact of the Number of Countries on Meeting Length

Without  Screen Share

With Screen Share
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You should schedule longer meetings when participants 

are from 3+ countries



Percentage of Meetings Attended by Age

Age 25-34 Age 35-44 Age 45-54 Age 55+Age <24

82% 80% 79% 80% 75%
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When you are earlier in your career, you are more likely to “show up”

More senior employees are less likely to be able to join a team meetings.

If you need a senior exec to attend, you will need to confirm their attendance.



87% 75%

Impact of Screen Share on Average Attendance Length

With Screen Share Without Screen Share
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Adding screen sharing drives more engagement 

and limits ability to multi-task



Impact of Video on Meeting Length

Video

49.1 min

No Video

42.9 min

Increase in meeting 

time with video

14%
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Early Disconnects by Meeting Length

% of Early Disconnects 
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Best Practices
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Best Practices

• Understand regional or cultural differences in your own organization

– If your regional office culture supports it, ensure a “video on” policy

– Lead from the top: you can drive adoption

• Visuals keep people more engaged

• Gen Zers and Millennials do prefer to talk and interact with people. It isn’t just 

about chatting!

• Don’t be afraid to pick up the phone for quick updates, but save in-depth 

discussions for meetings

• You may have to flex your style to connect with your team
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What it all means …

• Technology improves collaboration and communications 

• Companies that get communications right achieve gains in employee 

productivity and engagement

• Best practice: take into account differences in communications 

practices across different ages and cultures. 

• Good technology isn’t enough. The best work is done by employees 

who feel like their preferences and ideas are heard and supported. 
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Coming in June!

Reach out to social@fuze.com if you’d like a copy of the final report when it is live. 



Thank you
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